Engineered and supported
by people you trust

TOUCHSTONE™ Master Keypads
Available in both Master Bath Controller and Dual-Load Controller Models
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Features and Benefits
Features and Benefits
Functional and Stylish Design Simple and
Simple Installation Eliminate the need for and
reliable cable actuation with trim fittings of
cost of additional switches and wiring.
timeless contemporary design.
Ease of Use Offer bathers an attractive and
Durable Finish Electric chrome plated copper.
uncomplicated way to adjust tub features.
Easy to Operate The “Easy Grasp” knob with
Customizable Artwork Select the graphics and
extension handle is easy to operate. Simply turn
colors for the keypad’s LED backlights.
the knob to open/close the tub drain.
Intensity Controls Provide “plus” and “minus”
buttons for a personalized bathing experience.
Infusion® Microbubble Therapy Activate

Fast Draining The overflow port provides
Surface Heaters Turn on CozyHeat to
pressure relief to ensure fast and efficient
warm the tub’s surfaces (available in the “master
tub draining.
bath” model).
Easy Installation Installed using threaded
Immediate Availability Products in stock.
retainers.
No minimums. Expedited order processing
In Stockupon
Samerequest.
day shipping upon request.
available
Exceptional Service NuWhirl supports its
products with the best engineering, sales, and
customer care in the whirlpool bath industry.

to infuse bathwater with micro-sized, oxygenarich bubbles.
Exceptional service support: Cable Drains are supported by the best engineering, sales and
customer
careservice
in the Whirlpool
industry. Controls are supported by the best engineering,
Exceptional
support: Bath
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sales and customer care in the Whirlpool Bath industry for over 25 years.
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1.62”H

5.5"W

CCBL-372 CIDU Cable 4 Inch, 3 Connector 22AWG
CIDU-315-05-02-01 Display - Keypad

CIDU-315-05-01-01 Display - Keypad

Ordering
CIDU-315-05-01-01

Master Bath Controller Display – Keypad

CIDU-315-05-02-01

Dual Load Controller Display - Keypad

CCBL-372

CIDU Cable 4 Inch, 3 Connector 22AWG

Cable Drain
Compatible With
CMBC-298-01-XX-01

TOUCHSTONE Master Bath Controller, 15 or 20 Amps

CICL-297-01-01-01

TOUCHSTONE LED Light

HS2IBS-XX

CozyHeat Surface Heater, Tub Back or Tub Seat

NuWhirl’s Cable Drain operates the drain feature of a walk-in,
CIMC-296-01-XX-01 TOUCHSTONE Dual Load Controller, 15 or 20 Amps
soaker, or standard Whirlpool® bath and provides for safety overflow.
Features
ItOptional
is conveniently
operated by an “Easy Grasp” rotary knob.
Features
and Benefits CozyHeat Surface Heater, Tub Back or Tub Seat, Thermistor
HS2ITBS-XX
Functional and Stylish Design Simple and

Fast Draining The overflow port provides

reliable cable actuation with trim fittings of

pressure relief to ensure fast and efficient

timeless contemporary design.

tub draining.

HS2IBJ-XX

CozyHeat Surface Heater, Back Jet Pattern

HS2ITBJ-XX

CozyHeat Surface Heater, Back Jet Pattern, Optional Thermistor

Specifications
Durable
Finish Electric chrome plated copper.

Easy Installation Installed using threaded

Easy to Operate The “Easy Grasp” knob with

retainers.

extension handle is easy to operate. Simply turn

In Stock Same day shipping upon request.

Dimensions: 5.5” x 1.62”

Drill deck top opening size: 1.220" x 4.180"

the knob to open/close the tub drain.
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